Question:
Temporary closures of sidewalks and street access/parking will be necessary
throughout work activities. Duration and permit fees are unknown. Will YBGC
re-imburse contractor for these costs? How long should we assume for city
approvals and permits? Please include in your bid an Allowance for permit fees. If
additional permit fees are needed after using up the Allowance, it
will be a Change Order

#7. Cash Discount
We do not see reference to a "Cash Discount" with the Bid Form. Please advise where
we can locate, and intent of requirements.
Please disregard this item

#13. Bid Opening
This paragraph refers to bid opening and examination of bids which "usually'' is done
within 30 days. Can we assume contract award and notice to proceed will be
completed within 30 days as well? If not, what is anticipated timeline?
YBGC will try to complete within 30 days or less

#14. Sole Bid Evaluation
This paragraph states that in the case of a single bid receipt, that analysis and
comparison of previous similar projects, will be required prior to award. How long will
this process take, if needed? YBGC will try to expedite and complete
Special Provisions

this process within 30 days or less

#5. Permits and Inspections
Similar to above, this paragraph requires Contractor to "pay for all permits, licenses,
and inspections" as required. Please clarify YBGC intent here, as estimating these items
would be difficult, not to mention potential schedule impacts and coordination. Does
this include third party "Special Inspections"?
It will be the same response YBGC
gave for #6 Permits & Taxes

#10. Bid Prices / Completion of Bid Form
Please confirm the "Grand Total Bid Price" will be used to determine low responsive
YBGC is confirming that Grand Total Bid Price will
bidder.
be used to determine low responsive bidder.

There are no quantities noted on the Bid Form, which would leave bid total open for
interpretation and/or estimating discrepancies. Please clarify evaluation procedures.
Are bid form quantities available? If so, please provide.
Quantities to be provided by bidder
based on bid documents.
Survey noted in Section
012200.3.1.A2 refers to
contractors measurement of
excavated soil and is to be
provided as a service by the
bidder.

Section 012200 - Unit Prices references 3.1 "Schedule of Unit Prices". Noted are survey
procedures for Soil Excavation and Soil Amendments. Please confirm YBGC will
coordinate and/or pay for services. How are other quantities confirmed?
Paragraph states "Bidder must offer price quotation for all items shown". In the case
where no quantity is anticipated, should $0 or N/A be noted? Is lump sum acceptable
as a quantity amount? N/A is acceptable where no quantity is anticipated. Please provide
unit price for bid items. If lump sum is required, note as such.

Is there a quantity percentage procedure for items excessively above or below bid
amount which can be used for adjusting bid values if needed? (i.e. 15%?) Not applicable
in this project.

Specifications require a 6 month landscape maintenance period, yet there is no line
item in Bid Form. How should this be included in Bid? Add a line item? Pro-rate
through other items? Add as a line item, and any other additional items, as needed.
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YBGC will try to award the contract within 30 days or less

If there is any demolition work that needs to be
done to complete the project, it will be a
"demolition" project.

Contract and bond will be closed and retention
released once the project is complete. Maintenance
will be dealt with separately.

Similar response to the item above
regarding maintenance.

